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Our Marlow Explorer 58E series replaced one of our most popular series—the 57E after a 

successful 12 year run that saw continuous improvement, providing for an unusually long and 

successful run. The 57E series on the brokerage market has been a sought after model with 

outstanding resale value.  The 58E series features many upgrades in styling, engineering and 

features to continue the legacy including a radius transom that is very stylish and increases 

lazarette storage volume by approximately 30%.  In lieu of a crew cabin, Hull #2 features an 

extensive re-design of the large lazarette area including beautifully finished teak cabinets and 

wide open spaces for superb toy and supply storage. 

Careful engineering has resulted in a 40% gain in fuel capacity compared to 57-1. The enhanced 

engine room volume and lazarette make cruising a delight, allowing greater range and more 

options as to the destination. With a waterline length of almost 55’ her ride is superior to other 

vessels of similar overall length with significantly longer range at ocean crossing speeds. 

By our proprietary Full Stack Infusion© methods developed at Marlow Yachts we have made 

substantial value added improvements in performance, internal and external volume while 

keeping the distinctive and well recognized style we are known for.  

 

Be sure to put the Marlow lineup on your must see list for the upcoming Ft. Lauderdale Boat 

Show October 30 thru November 3 at the Bahia Mar Yachting Center – Dock BC – Slips #1+ 
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Marlow Explorer 58E Specifications 

 Centerline Length - 59' 1" 

 LOA - 67' 8" 

 Length Waterline - 54' 4" 

 Beam - 18' 6" 

 Draft - 4' 10" 

 Displacement (approx) - 69,000 lbs 

 Fuel capacity - 1500 

 Water capacity – 300 

 

North American and International Inquiries: 

Web: www.marlowyachts.com 

Email: sales@marlowyachts.com 

Phone: 800-362-2657 
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